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Abstract--Magnetic gears, like mechanical gears, transform 

power between different speeds and torques; however, magnetic 

gears’ contactless nature provides inherent potential benefits over 

mechanical gears.  A genetic algorithm was used to optimize 

magnetic gears at different temperatures across a range of gear 

ratios.  Using different magnet material grades on the different 

rotors and for the tangentially and radially magnetized magnets 

can slightly increase the specific torque relative to designs with a 

single magnet material.  The high pole count rotor requires a 

magnet material with higher coercivity than that of the low pole 

count rotor magnet material, especially for designs with a large 

gear ratio.  While increasing the temperature produces an 

exponential decay in the achievable specific torque, with a 

compounding reduction of about 0.4% for each degree Celsius, the 

temperature does not significantly affect the optimal geometric 

parameters and primarily affects the optimal materials.  The gear 

ratio significantly affects the optimal geometric parameters and 

can impact the optimal magnet materials.  Additionally, the 

genetic algorithm was employed to characterize the impact of 

stack length using 3D finite element analysis.  Designs with shorter 

stack lengths favored thinner magnets and higher pole counts and 

may be able to use magnet materials with lower coercivities. 

 
Index Terms--End effects, finite element analysis, genetic 

algorithm, magnetic gear, magnet grade, NdFeB, permanent 

magnet, SmCo, specific torque, temperature, torque density 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

n 2018, transportation accounted for the largest portion 

(28%) of total U.S. greenhouse gas emissions, and aircraft 

were the third largest contributor to transportation end-use 

emissions, constituting 9% of the sector [1].  NASA identified 

electric aircraft propulsion (EAP) as a key enabler to achieve 

the aggressive goals set for the efficiency, emissions, reliability, 

and noise standards of the next generation of fixed wing and 

vertical lift aircraft.  These standards were set to meet the 

growing global concern for the environment [2] and demands 

of the short haul markets for last-mile delivery and air metros, 

which could become billion-dollar industries by 2030 according 

to separate market studies [3], [4].  The addition of a mechanical 
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gearbox to an electric aircraft powertrain has been shown to 

reduce the powertrain system weight [5].  However, the 

operation and maintenance cost of any aircraft with a 

mechanical gearbox increases due to the increased maintenance 

needs [6].  Moreover, rotorcraft commercial adoption is 

hindered by excessive cabin noise (often exceeding 100 dB), 

caused primarily by structural vibrations originating from the 

main rotor gearbox meshing [7]. 

Magnetic gearboxes convert energy between low-speed, 

high-torque rotation and high-speed, low-torque rotation.  Like 

mechanical gearboxes, magnetic gearboxes allow a relatively 

small, high-speed electric machine to connect to a low-speed 

high-torque system.  Magnetic gearboxes distinguish 

themselves from mechanical gearboxes by transferring power 

using modulated magnetic fields rather than the meshing of gear 

teeth.  The contactless operation of magnetic gearboxes 

provides a plethora of potential benefits, such as improved 

reliability, reduced maintenance, reduced acoustic noise, and 

physical isolation between shafts.  Thus, magnetic gearboxes 

have generated significant interest over the past twenty years 

[8]-[10], leading NASA to create a multiyear project to study 

magnetic gearing technology for electric aviation propulsion 

[6], [11], [12].  In addition to electric aviation propulsion, 

magnetic gears have been proposed for numerous other 

applications, including wind [13]-[15] and wave [16] energy, 

traction [17], [18], and hybrid electric vehicle power split 

devices [19]. 

Fig. 1 shows a comparison of specific torques (torque 

densities) for select magnetic gear prototypes [6], [11]-[13] 

[17], [20]-[22] and select rotorcraft and fixed wing aircraft 

mechanical transmissions [11], [23].  The magnetic gear 

prototype specific torques are shown based on both active mass 

(the mass of the magnetically active components, such as 

permanent magnets (PMs) and electric steel) and total mass (the 

active mass plus the mass of magnetically inactive components, 

such as support structures).  The black trendline in Fig. 1 is a 

curve fit of the mechanical transmission specific torques and it 
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Fig. 1.  Comparison of specific torques for select magnetic gear prototypes 

(based on both active mass and total mass) and select rotorcraft and fixed wing 
aircraft mechanical transmissions.  The black line indicates a curve fit of both 

the rotorcraft and fixed wing aircraft mechanical transmission specific torques. 

 

indicates that a transmission’s specific torque tends to increase 

with its torque rating.  A comparison of the different data sets 

shows that, to date, the magnetic gear prototypes produced 

generally have lower specific torques and lower torque ratings.  

While it is anticipated that the magnetic gear specific torques 

will also increase with the torque rating, most of the magnetic 

gear data points fall below the mechanical transmission 

trendline.  This disparity is partially a result of the fact that the 

magnetic gear data points are based on laboratory prototypes, 

which are often conservative or not fully optimized, and the 

mechanical transmissions correspond to mature technology 

readiness level (TRL) 9 aircraft transmissions [11].  However, 

this comparison also indicates the importance of maximizing a 

magnetic gear’s specific torque in order to make the technology 

competitive with mechanical transmissions, especially for 

applications in which weight is critical, such as aviation. 

This study focuses on the radial flux coaxial magnetic gear 

topology with Halbach arrays, which has demonstrated high 

performance for the primary EAP powertrain design objectives 

[12] of efficiency [22], [24] and specific torque [6], [11], [12].  

As depicted in Fig. 2, coaxial magnetic gears have three 

concentric rotors: Rotor 1, which has P1 PM pole pairs, Rotor 

2, which consists of Q2 ferromagnetic modulators interspersed 

with nonmagnetic material, and Rotor 3, which has P3 PM pole 

pairs.  For optimal operation, the counts are related by 

 𝑄
2

= 𝑃1 + 𝑃3. (1) 

In this case, the speeds of Rotors 1, 2, and 3 (ω1, ω2, and ω3, 

respectively) are related by 

  𝜔1𝑃1 − 𝜔2𝑄
2

+ 𝜔3𝑃3 = 0. (2) 

The largest gear ratio (G) between any two rotors is achieved 

by fixing Rotor 3, which results in 

 𝐺|𝜔3=0 =
𝜔1

𝜔2
=

𝑄2

𝑃1
. (3) 

As in Fig. 2, only two PM pieces per pole are used on Rotors 1 

and 3 in this study because increasing the number of PM pieces 
 

 
Fig. 2.  Magnetically active components of a radial flux coaxial magnetic gear 

with Halbach arrays. 

 

further yields diminishing returns for specific torque [25] while 

increasing complexity. 

While there are numerous comparisons of magnet materials 

for the radial flux coaxial magnetic gear with surface permanent 

magnets (SPM), [26]-[30], there are no known studies that 

thoroughly analyze the optimal Neodymium Iron Boron 

(NdFeB) magnet grade selection for any magnetic gear 

topology.  It was not until 2018 that researchers published about 

using different grades of NdFeB for Rotor 1 and Rotor 3 of the 

magnetic gear [12], [31], and NASA was the first to write an 

optimization algorithm to select a grade for a single operating 

temperature while considering demagnetization [12].  None of 

these studies thoroughly evaluate the impact of temperature on 

the performance of magnetic gears.  Different grades of NdFeB 

magnets have been studied for SPM generators [32], and IPM 

motors [33], [34], at different operating temperatures, but no 

known study exists for aerospace specific applications.  NdFeB 

magnets are of particular interest for aerospace applications, as 

NASA predicts motors used in commercial aircraft driven by 

electric propulsion will use NdFeB permanent magnet 

technology unless operating temperatures require Samarium 

Cobalt (SmCo) magnets [35].  Additionally, as [30] observes, 

SPM magnetic gears with NdFeB magnets can generally 

achieve higher specific torques and lower costs than gears with 

ferrite magnets.  NASA only considered NdFeB for their 

magnetic gear prototypes [6], [11], [12], assuming an operating 

temperature of 100℃ [12].  The operating temperatures of 

existing vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) aircraft 

transmissions, such as the tail rotor of the Bell 206B (maximum 

transmission oil continuous operating temperature rated at 

110°C) [36] or the main gear box of the UH-60A Black Hawk 

helicopter (measured 132°C maximum) [37] do not exceed 

150°C.  Based on [12], in which a magnetic gear prototype is 

designed for a future electric VTOL (eVTOL) concept vehicle, 

it is reasonable to assume that operating temperatures for such 

vehicles will be below 150°C. 

This paper is the first to thoroughly examine the optimal 

grade of NdFeB magnet for SPM radial flux coaxial magnetic 

gears with Halbach arrays for a variety of operating 

temperatures.  This paper also evaluates using different grades 

of NdFeB for the radial and tangential components of the 

Halbach array on a particular rotor. 
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Fig. 3.  Previous (a) axial flux coaxial magnetic gear [38], (b) axial flux coaxial 

magnetically geared machine [39], (c) radial flux coaxial magnetically geared 
machine [16], and (d) radial flux coaxial magnetic gear with Halbach arrays 

[22] prototypes tested by the authors. 

 
TABLE I 

Comparison between Authors’ Previous FEA and Prototype 

Measurements 

Reference [38] [39] [16] [22] 

Year Published 2014 2017 2018 2019 

FEA low-speed rotor slip torque (N·m) 38.0 42.1 3905 30.4 

Measured low-speed rotor slip torque (N·m) 40.2 42.2 3870 31.2 

Difference between FEA and measurement -5.5% -0.2% 0.9% -2.6% 

 

This paper uses finite element analysis (FEA) and does not 

present new hardware experimental results.  Whereas some past 

studies by various groups have previously yielded significant 

discrepancies between FEA and prototype results, often larger 

than 10%, the authors have demonstrated that their FEA models 

accurately and consistently predict the slip torques of magnetic 

gear and magnetically geared machine prototypes [16], [22], 

[38], [39], including a prototype with Halbach arrays [22].  The 

agreements between the authors’ previous FEA predictions and 

prototype measurements are summarized in Fig. 3 and Table I.  

It would be impractical to fabricate prototypes with many 

different magnet grade combinations and test each of them with 

different controlled magnet temperatures.  However, 

experimentally validated models using the B-H curves from the 

magnet supplier can address extremely practical temperature 

and magnet grade considerations. 

II.  DESIGN STUDY METHODOLOGY 

As in previous studies of electric machines [40] and 

magnetic gears [41]-[43], the GOSET genetic algorithm (GA) 

[44] was used to perform 36 multi-objective optimizations.  

These optimizations were performed at 6 different PM 

temperatures, 20 °C, 60 °C, 80 °C, 100 °C, 120 °C, and 150 °C, 

based on the available PM B-H curves [45], [46].  Additionally, 

3 different PM material constraint scenarios were considered: 

all of the PMs had to be the same material, all of the PMs on 

each rotor had to be the same material but Rotors 1 and 3 could 

have different materials, or the tangentially and radially 

magnetized PMs could use different materials on each rotor.  

Finally, the optimizations were performed with and without a 

demagnetization constraint.  The constraint imposed was that 

less than 1% of the PM volume on each rotor should be below 

the knee points shown in Table II when the design is at the slip 

torque point.  This constraint is a simplification that does not 

reflect the full impacts of different loads but is intended to 

indicate roughly whether a design will be susceptible to 

significant irreversible demagnetization or not.  The entries in 

Table II with N/A indicate temperatures where the B-H curve 

was not available for that material.  The materials in Table II 

represent the strongest magnet grades available for each NdFeB 

temperature suffix and a strong grade of SmCo.  As the primary 

focus of this optimization is on mass, rather than cost, weaker 

grades of NdFeB or SmCo were not considered.  The 

modulators and back irons material were Hiperco 50, which 

was assumed to have negligible variation in its B-H curve 

within the range of considered temperatures [47]. 

For each optimization, the genetic algorithm used 2D finite 

element analysis (FEA) to optimize a population of 1000 

designs over 200 generations with the objective of 

simultaneously maximizing both gear ratio and specific torque, 

which is the Rotor 2 slip torque divided by the total active mass.  

In addition to the different materials considered in Table II, 

Table III provides the other parameters swept and the ranges 

considered for each parameter. 

 
TABLE II 

Knee Points for Different PM Materials and Temperatures 

 20 °C 60 °C 80 °C 100 °C 120 °C 150 °C 

NdFeB N55 0.31 T 0.57 T 0.70 T 0.81 T 0.89 T N/A  

NdFeB N52M 0.05 T 0.40 T 0.52 T 0.68 T 0.77 T 0.90 T 

NdFeB N50H -0.30 T 0.08 T 0.25 T 0.44 T 0.55 T 0.72 T 

NdFeB N48SH -0.65 T -0.19 T 0.01 T 0.20 T 0.33 T 0.54 T 

NdFeB N45UH -1.22 T -0.71 T -0.48 T -0.26 T -0.08 T 0.21 T 

NdFeB N42EH -1.80 T -1.26 T -1.01 T -0.77 T -0.55 T -0.24 T 

SmCo Recoma 35 E -1.20 T N/A  N/A -0.73 T  N/A -0.46 T 

 
TABLE III 

Genetic Algorithm Parameter Ranges 

Parameter Description Range Units 

GInt Integer portion of the gear ratio 3-15  

P1 Rotor 1 pole pairs 3-30  

ROut Gear active outer radius 100 mm 

TBI1 Rotor 1 back iron thickness 0-10 mm 

TPM1 Rotor 1 magnet thickness 3-20 mm 

TAG1 Inner air gap thickness 0.5 mm 

TMods Modulator thickness 5-15 mm 

TAG2 Outer air gap thickness 0.5 mm 

kPM Magnet thickness ratio 0.05-1  

TBI3 Rotor 3 back iron thickness 0-10 mm 

αMods Modulator fill factor 0.35-0.65  

αRad1 Rotor 1 radial PM fill factor 0.1-0.9  

αRad3 Rotor 3 radial PM fill factor 0.1-0.9  
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A few other parameters are defined in terms of the 

parameters in Table III.  First, the number of Rotor 3 pole pairs 

(P3) is given by 

 𝑃3 = {
(𝐺𝐼𝑛𝑡 − 1)𝑃1 + 1     for 𝐺𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑃1  odd

  (𝐺𝐼𝑛𝑡 − 1)𝑃1 + 2     for 𝐺𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑃1 even.
 (4) 

This avoids integer gear ratios, which are prone to large torque 

ripples [12], [15], [31], and designs without any symmetry, 

which can experience significant unbalanced magnetic forces 

on the rotors [16], [48].  Second, the Rotor 3 PM thickness 

(TPM3) is defined by 

 𝑇𝑃𝑀3 = 𝑘𝑃𝑀𝑇𝑃𝑀1, (5) 

as in [16], [43].  Additionally, the net PM fill factors on Rotors 

1 and 3 are set to unity, as in Fig. 2, so that the Rotor 1 and 

Rotor 3 tangentially magnetized PM fill factors (αTan1 and αTan3) 

are given by 

 𝛼𝑇𝑎𝑛1 = 1 − 𝛼𝑅𝑎𝑑1 (6) 

 𝛼𝑇𝑎𝑛3 = 1 − 𝛼𝑅𝑎𝑑3. (7) 

III.  RESULTS 

Figs. 4 and 5 show the Pareto optimal fronts maximizing 

specific torque and gear ratio for the different optimizations.  

The specific torques shown in Fig. 5 are significantly higher 

than those shown for past magnetic gear prototypes in Fig. 2.  

This difference is due to a combination of factors, including this 

study’s use of more aggressive, but achievable 0.5 mm air gaps, 

consideration of aggressively thin modulators and light weight 

air core designs with no back irons, thorough optimizations, and 

neglection of structural mass and 3D end effects, which can 

appreciably reduce a design’s torque rating depending on its 

form factor.  As shown in previous studies [43], Fig. 5 illustrates 

a significant reduction in specific torque as the gear ratio 

increases.  Additionally, increasing the temperature decreases 

the achievable specific torque, which may limit the suitability 

of magnetic gears for high temperature applications.  Fig. 5 also 

shows that the percentage reduction in specific torque as 

temperature increases is quite consistent across the range of 

gear ratios, with an exponential decay of about 0.4% 

compounding for each degree Celsius increase in temperature 

throughout the evaluated range of gear ratios and temperatures, 

assuming the optimal PM materials are used in each case.  

Additionally, Fig. 5 indicates that using different materials for 

the different sets of PMs can increase specific torque by a few 

percent, especially for higher gear ratio designs.  Finally, Fig. 5 

shows that considering demagnetization does impact the 

optimal designs produced by the GA. 

While the temperature significantly affects the achievable 

specific torques, it did not affect the optimal values of most 

design parameters in this study.  For all the optimizations, the 

optimal designs had no back irons (TBI1 = TBI3 = 0 mm), 

modulators with the minimum radial thickness (TMods = 5 mm), 

and approximately 50% fill factors for the Rotors 1 and 3 

radially and tangentially magnetized PMs (αRad1 ≈ αRad3 ≈ 0.5).  

This is consistent with the magnetic gear designs closest to the 

power model regression in Fig. 1, which had no back iron (air 

cores) and used thin modulators [6], [11], [22].  Air core designs 

are made possible by Halbach magnet arrangements and can be 

implemented with lightweight polymeric composites for 

structural material.  Thin modulators can be supported with 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Legend for Figs. 5-9. 

 

 
          (a) 

 

 
          (b) 

Fig. 5.  Maximum specific torque achievable across a range of gear ratios 
resulting from the GA optimizations at different temperatures, with different 

PM material constraints, and (a) with or (b) without a demagnetization 

constraint. 

 

 
          (a) 

 
          (b) 

Fig. 6.  Optimal Rotor 1 pole pair counts for maximizing the specific torque 

achievable across a range of gear ratios resulting from the GA optimizations at 
different temperatures, with different PM material constraints, and (a) with or 

(b) without a demagnetization constraint. 
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          (a) 

 
          (b) 

Fig. 7.  Optimal Rotor 1 PM thicknesses for maximizing the specific torque 
achievable across a range of gear ratios resulting from the GA optimizations at 

different temperatures, with different PM material constraints, and (a) with or 

(b) without a demagnetization constraint. 

 

 
          (a) 

 
          (b) 

Fig. 8.  Optimal PM thickness ratios for maximizing GTD achievable across a 

range of gear ratios resulting from the GA optimizations at different 

temperatures, with different PM material constraints, and (a) with or (b) without 
a demagnetization constraint. 

 

 
          (a) 

 
          (b) 

Fig. 9.  Optimal modulator fill factors for maximizing the specific torque 
achievable across a range of gear ratios resulting from the GA optimizations at 

different temperatures, with different PM material constraints, and (a) with or 

(b) without a demagnetization constraint. 

 

material such as glass-filled Nylon [22] or carbon fiber [11].  

While the aforementioned design settings were consistent, the 

optimal values of other parameters changed with the gear ratio, 

as indicated in Figs. 6-9.  The points illustrated in Figs. 6-9 

corresponds to the points in Fig. 5. 

While the limited precision of FEA and the finite number of 

cases evaluated do result in some noise in the graphs, Figs. 6-9 

show that the optimal geometric design parameter values 

depend primarily on gear ratio rather than temperature or the 

material or demagnetization constraints imposed in the study. 

As indicated in previous studies [30], [43], increasing the gear 

ratio decreases the optimal Rotor 1 pole pair count, which is 

correlated with an increase in the optimal Rotor 1 PM thickness.  

Additionally, as the gear ratio increases, the growing difference 

between the Rotor 1 and Rotor 3 pole pair counts leads to an 

increasing difference in the optimal Rotor 1 and Rotor 3 PM 

thicknesses.  Finally, increasing the gear ratio also increases the 

optimal modulator fill factor, which partially compensates for 

the reduced modulator tangential widths resulting from the 

higher modulator counts associated with larger gear ratios. 

As expected, changing the temperature does significantly 

change the optimal PM materials, which are listed in Tables IV-

VI for designs with a few different gear ratios.  Table IV shows 

the results for studies in which there was no constraint on PM 

material uniformity, and it shows that the optimal designs may 

use different material grades for the radially (r) and tangentially 

(θ) magnetized PMs.  Additionally, Tables IV-V reveal that the 

Rotor 3 PMs generally require materials with higher 

coercivities than the Rotor 1 PMs; as the gear ratio increases, 

this trend becomes more significant.  This trend is tied to the 

longer pole arcs of Rotor 1 (Fig. 6) and the decreasing PM 

thickness ratio (Fig. 8).  Additionally, while these tables show 

a significant difference in the optimal materials selected when 

constraining demagnetization, these trends are evident even for 

the cases where demagnetization was not constrained, due to 

the nonlinearity of the PM B-H curves. 

Fig. 10 shows the variation in maximum specific torque of 

the GInt = 6 designs with temperature for different PM materials, 

when the PM material is constrained to be the same throughout 

 
TABLE IV 

Optimal PM Materials for the Different Rotors and 

Magnetization Directions with No PM Material Constraint 

  Demagnetization Constraint Demagnetization Allowed 

  GInt = 3 GInt = 7 GInt = 15 GInt = 3 GInt = 7 GInt = 15 

20 °C 

Rotor 1r N52M N52M N52M N55 N55 N55 

Rotor 1θ N52M N55 N55 N55 N55 N55 

Rotor 3r N52M N52M N52M N55 N55 N55 

Rotor 3θ N50H N50H N48SH N55 N52M N50H 

60 °C 

Rotor 1r N50H N50H N50H N55 N55 N55 

Rotor 1θ N50H N50H N52M N55 N55 N55 

Rotor 3r N50H N48SH N50H N55 N55 N55 

Rotor 3θ N48SH N48SH N45UH N50H N48SH N48SH 

80 °C 

Rotor 1r N48SH N50H N50H N55 N52M N50H 

Rotor 1θ N48SH N48SH N50H N50H N55 N55 

Rotor 3r N48SH N48SH N48SH N55 N55 N55 

Rotor 3θ N48SH N45UH N45UH N50H N48SH N45UH 

100 °C 

Rotor 1r N45UH N48SH N48SH N50H N50H N50H 

Rotor 1θ N48SH N48SH N48SH N50H N50H N55 

Rotor 3r N45UH N45UH N45UH N55 N55 N55 

Rotor 3θ N45UH N45UH N45UH N48SH N45UH N45UH 

120 °C 

Rotor 1r N45UH N45UH N45UH N50H N48SH N48SH 

Rotor 1θ N45UH N48SH N48SH N48SH N50H N50H 

Rotor 3r N45UH N45UH N45UH N50H N50H N50H 

Rotor 3θ N45UH N42EH N42EH N45UH N45UH N45UH 

150 °C 

Rotor 1r 35E 35E N45UH N48SH N45UH N45UH 

Rotor 1θ N45UH N45UH N45UH N45UH N48SH N48SH 

Rotor 3r 35E 35E 35E N48SH N48SH N48SH 

Rotor 3θ 35E N42EH N42EH N45UH N42EH N42EH 
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TABLE V 

Optimal PM Materials for the Different Rotors with the PM 

Material Constrained to be the Same for Radially and 

Tangentially Magnetized PMs on Each Rotor 

  Demagnetization Constraint Demagnetization Allowed 

  GInt = 3 GInt = 7 GInt = 15 GInt = 3 GInt = 7 GInt = 15 

20 °C 
Rotor 1 N52M N52M N52M N55 N55 N55 

Rotor 3 N52M N50H N50H N55 N55 N50H 

60 °C 
Rotor 1 N50H N50H N50H N55 N55 N55 

Rotor 3 N48SH N48SH N48SH N52M N50H N48SH 

80 °C 
Rotor 1 N48SH N48SH N50H N52M N55 N55 

Rotor 3 N48SH N45UH N45UH N50H N48SH N48SH 

100 °C 
Rotor 1 N45UH N48SH N48SH N50H N50H N50H 

Rotor 3 N45UH N45UH N45UH N48SH N48SH N45UH 

120 °C 
Rotor 1 N45UH N45UH N45UH N48SH N48SH N48SH 

Rotor 3 N45UH N45UH N42EH N48SH N45UH N45UH 

150 °C 
Rotor 1 35E 35E N45UH N45UH N48SH N45UH 

Rotor 3 35E 35E 35E N45UH 35E 35E 

 
TABLE VI 

Optimal PM Materials with the PM Material Constrained to be 

the Same Throughout Each Design 

 Demagnetization Constraint Demagnetization Allowed 

 GInt = 3 GInt = 7 GInt = 15 GInt = 3 GInt = 7 GInt = 15 

20 °C N52M N50H N50H N55 N55 N55 

60 °C N48SH N48SH N48SH N55 N50H N50H 

80 °C N48SH N45UH N45UH N50H N50H N48SH 

100 °C N45UH N45UH N45UH N50H N48SH N48SH 

120 °C N45UH N45UH N42EH N48SH N45UH N45UH 

150 °C 35E 35E 35E N45UH 35E 35E 

 

a design and the demagnetization constraint is applied.  Fig. 10 

demonstrates that the specific torques of designs using PM 

materials with higher nominal maximum energy products and 

lower temperature tolerances decrease more rapidly with 

temperature than those of designs using PM materials with 

lower nominal maximum energy products and higher 

temperature tolerances.  The decrease in specific torque with 

temperature is partially due to the decay of each material’s B-H 

curve with temperature; however, in some instances, it is also a 

result of evolutions in the geometry of these designs to 

configurations which are less vulnerable to demagnetization (to 

help counteract the reduced coercivity of the materials at higher 

temperatures), but less conducive to high specific torque.  This 

is especially true for the designs based on high maximum 

energy product materials as the temperature begins to increase, 

such as the NdFeB N50H design at 60 °C and the NdFeB 

N48SH design at 80 °C.  Note that the designs which do not 

exhibit the highest specific torque for a given temperature may 

also be somewhat artificially low due to not being fully 

optimized as a result of the nature of the GA. 

Another important consideration is whether designing for a 

higher temperature will result in significantly reduced 

performance at a lower temperature.  Fig. 11 shows the 

performance of the Fig. 5(a) GInt = 6 designs with the maximum 

specific torques at temperatures equal to or lower than the 

nominal design temperature.  (Operating above the nominal  
 

 
Fig. 10.  Variation in specific torque with temperature of the GInt = 6 designs 
optimized using different PM materials, when the PM material is constrained 

to be the same throughout a design and the demagnetization constraint is 

applied. 

 

 
Fig. 11.  Variation in specific torque with temperature of the GInt = 6 designs 
optimized for different temperatures with no PM material constraints and with 

a demagnetization constraint. 

 

design temperature would result in potential demagnetization.)  

Fig. 11 shows that designing a gear for too high a temperature 

does result in reduced specific torque at the actual operating 

temperature; this is especially significant if the temperature 

used for the optimization is high enough that SmCo magnets are 

optimal, as is the case at 150 °C. 
 

IV.  IMPACTS OF END EFFECTS 

Previous studies have shown that end effects can 

significantly impact the torque [49] and optimal design 

parameters [42] for magnetic gears, especially for designs with 

short stack lengths.  Therefore, the GA was also used with 3D 

FEA to characterize the optimal front for maximizing specific 

torque and minimizing stack length.  Because 3D FEA is 

significantly slower than 2D FEA, the design space was 

narrowed to designs with GInt = 7 at 100 °C.  Additionally, 

based on the 2D FEA results, the range for P1 was constrained 

between 8 and 20 inclusive, which eliminated the very high pole 

count simulations, which are especially slow.  For this 

optimization, the same demagnetization constraint was applied, 

and the materials of the Rotors 1 and 3 radially and tangentially 

magnetized PMs were allowed to vary independently. 

Fig. 12 illustrates how the achievable specific torque and 

some of the optimal design parameters vary with stack length 

based on 3D FEA simulations.  Table VII compares the optimal 

PM materials based on 2D FEA and based on 3D FEA for three  
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        (a) 

 
        (b) 

 
         (c) 

 
         (d) 

 
         (e) 

Fig. 12.  Variation of (a) maximum achievable specific torque and the 

corresponding optimal (b) Rotor 1 pole pair counts, (c) Rotor 1 PM thicknesses, 

(d) PM thickness ratios, and (e) modulator fill factors at different stack lengths 
based on 2D and 3D FEA with the radially and tangentially magnetized PM 

materials on each rotor allowed to vary independently subject to a 

demagnetization constraint. 

 
TABLE VII 

2D FEA and 3D FEA Optimal PM Materials Comparison 
 2D FEA 3D FEA 

Stack Length N/A 10 mm 35 mm 100 mm 

Rotor 1r N48SH N48SH N48SH N48SH 

Rotor 1θ N48SH N50H N48SH N48SH 

Rotor 3r N45UH N48SH N48SH N48SH 

Rotor 3θ N45UH N45UH N45UH N45UH 

 

different stack lengths.  As in previous papers, the magnetic 

gear end effects produce a significant reduction in specific 

torque when 3D FEA is employed, especially for designs with 

relatively short stack lengths [42], [49].  Gears with short stack 

lengths favor thinner PMs and higher pole counts than designs 

with larger stack lengths.  Additionally, the optimal modulator 

fill factor is reduced due to end effects because the modulators 

provide a relatively low reluctance path for flux to escape 

axially [49].  Furthermore, the leakage flux and axially escaping 

flux reduce the amount of demagnetization in the 3D 

simulations; this potentially results in optimal PM materials 

with lower coercivities than those of the optimal PM materials 

resulting from the 2D optimization, as shown in Table VII. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

Temperature and material selection are critical aspects to 

consider in magnetic gear design.  To investigate trends related 

to these phenomena, a GA using 2D FEA found the Pareto 

optimal fronts for maximizing specific torque and gear ratio at 

different temperatures and under different constraints.  Fig. 13 

illustrates the impacts of temperature and gear ratio on the 

achievable specific torque (neglecting structural masses), 

assuming that the optimal magnet materials are used.  A GA 

optimization using 3D FEA was also performed at one 

temperature and gear ratio to evaluate how end effects impacted 

the optimal magnet grades.  Based on these simulation studies, 

this paper contributes the following results and conclusions to 

the body of literature: 

• Figs. 5, 10, 11, and 13 quantify the impact of magnet 

temperature on achievable magnetic gear performance.  

Throughout the design space evaluated in this study, the 

achievable specific torque decayed exponentially as the 

temperature increased, with a compounding decrease of 

about 0.4% for each degree Celsius, assuming that each 

design used the optimal PM materials for that 

temperature.  This trend is consistent over the range of 

gear ratios evaluated in this study. 

• Fig. 10 quantifies the impact of using different magnet 

grades on achievable magnetic gear performance.  

Whereas selecting a grade with a higher coercivity than 

the optimal grade slightly reduces the specific torque, 

selecting a grade with a lower coercivity than the optimal 

grade incurs a more significant penalty as the geometry 

must be adjusted to prevent demagnetization. 

• Fig. 5 demonstrates the benefits of using different 

magnet grades on the different rotors and for the radially 

and tangentially magnetized pieces on each rotor.  This 

can increase specific torque by a few percent, especially 

for designs with high gear ratios.  As shown in Tables IV 

and V, designs with high gear ratios require higher 

coercivity magnets for Rotor 3 than for Rotor 1. 

 

 
Fig. 13.  Maximum specific torque achievable across a range of gear ratios 

resulting from the GA optimizations at different temperatures with a 
demagnetization constraint. 
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• Figs. 6 – 9 demonstrate that the temperature used during 

the optimization process primarily affects the optimal 

magnet grades and does not have a significant impact on 

the optimal geometric parameters. 

• Tables IV – VI provide insight for selecting the 

appropriate magnet grades based on temperature and 

gear ratio.  While the exactly optimal magnet grades may 

depend on the particular details of the design constraints, 

these tables provide a general starting point reference, 

and, in most cases, the optimal magnet grades for 

maximizing specific torque are expected to be within a 

grade or so of those listed in the tables. 

• 3D simulation results summarized in Table VII 

demonstrate that end effects and their impacts on the 

optimal geometric parameters (Fig. 12) may result in a 

slightly lower coercivity PM material being optimal than 

would be indicated by 2D simulations, especially for 

designs with a short stack length. 
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